
WASTE-SUPPORTING ATTACHMENT FOR .JOURNAL 
BOXES. 

The object of the attachment illustrated in the 
accompanying engraving is to keep the waste in a 
journal box from working forward and forcing open 
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the lid, and to prevent it from piling up in front of 
the journal collar and away from the inner end of 
the journal. The device also prevents the waste from 
getting under the journal brass. As the waste is held 
close to the journal under the brass, the journal is 
kept lubricated at all times without becoming heated. 
Furthermore, the device prevents cinders and dust 
from getting into the packing or waste. Fig. I 
of the illustration shows a journal box provided 
with the improved attachment. The usual wedge is 
shown at A and the brass at B, while the journal is 
indieate.d at a. The side waste-retaining members D 
are constructed as shown in Fig. 3. They are fOrmed 
with curved extensions E, which serve to support them 
at the inner end. The front edge of each side memo 
ber is provided with a lug F, in which is a slot 
adapted to receive the closing gate ,G. The upper 
edges of the side members are curved inward as shown 
at H, so as to come against the journal, and serve as 
a stop to prevent waste from being -dragged upward 
under the brass. By this arrangement the packing is 
entirely concealed, and it is not so apt to be stolen 
from the boxes by the railroad hands. This attach
ment has been tried in actual railroad service for 
some time, and has shown an economy of about 45 
per cent saving in packing. Mr. R. A. Billingham of 
St. Marys" Pa., has secured a patent on thI's improved 
attachment. 
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COMBINED LIFE RAIL AND GUTTER FOR SWIMMING 
POOLS. 

It is very,' itnportant that swimming baths or pools 
be provided' with a surface drainage, so, as to carry 
off floating ':grease and scum. The use" of separate 
drains at int�i-vals along the tank is n�t adequate. 
The dirt is washed against' the walls of the tank by 
the waves and' forms a deposit which can be removed 
cnly by scrubbing. The ideal drain is one which ex
tends without 'a break around the entire tank at the 
normal water level. Such a drain has recently been 
invented which serves also as a life rail. It thereby 
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overcomes another evil of the ordinary swimming 
·tank. A metal life rail interferes with diving and 
prevents egress from the tank except at the steps, 
while ropes decay and become very filthy from con
stant contact with ihe scum of the water. The new 
combined life rail and drain is in the form of a gut
ter which runs around the entire tank. The construc
tion is shown in the accompanying engraving. It is 
made up of glazed tiles and consists of a rail and 
overflow A, a gutter B, a vertical wall of "bull-nose 
flatters" a, and a cap course of "bull-nose headers" D. 

The water overflows into the gutter and is carried 
off through suitable outlets as indicated at E. The 
gutter slants toward the outlets to prevent trapping 
of the water. The cap course slants inward or tow
ard the pool, so that water from the floor will drain 
into the gutter. This prevents flooding of the iloor, 
and there is no chance for filthy water from the floor 
to drip into the pool. The gutter can readily be 
cleaned whenever desired so as to keep the tank in a 
sanitary condition. A patent on this combined gut
ter and life rail has been granted to Mr. J. Francis 
Booream, care 'of: the American Enameled, Brick and 
Tile Company, I MidisonAv!'lnue, Ne)v York. 
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EXPANSION CUTTER-READ FOR BORING BRASS. 
The tool i11llstrated in the accompanying engraving 

is intended';" llspe�ially for use, in boring the hubs of 
car wheels,although it wilL,pe found serviceable in 
many other' applicatioils.. It is so arranged that the 
cutters therein may readily' be adjusted in the cutter· 
head. Figs. l and 2 of the illustration show the cut· 
ter-head in the form of a mandrel, adapted to be at· 
tached to, a boring bar or a spindle. The lower end 
of the cutter-head is provid!'ld with a central bore A, , 

in which a wedge block B is adapted to slide. This 
wedge block may be adjusted in the bore by means 
of a screw a threaded therein. The latter is' formed 
with Ii head, which is held between plates D and E. 
The plate E, which takes the thrust� is secured to the 
bottom of the cutter-head by a cap ring threaded 
thereon. The block B is formed with wedge faces F, 
adapted to bear against the inner edges of the oppo
site roughing cutters G, which project through the 
sides of the cutter-head. By adjusting the wedge 
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block into or out of the' bore A, the cutters G are 
correspondingly ad�anced Or' retracted. ,When the de
sired adjustment hhs been made, they 

"
a�e clamped 

in place by means of set screws H. In addition to 
these cutters, the tool is provided with two finishing 
cutters, disposed at right angles to the first ones.' 
These are indicated atI in Fig. l,'and are adjusted 
by two wedges J, which bear against their inner 
edges. Two screws K are threaded into the wedges 
J, and provide means for adjusting the position of the 
cutters 1. These screws are provided with heads, 
which like that of Screw a are held 'between the plates 
D and E. The plate E: is perforated as indicated in 
Fig. 3, s6 as' to> permit of introducing a key there
through into the square sockets formed in the ends 
of the screws, 'so that the screws may be turned to 
make the desired adjustments. When the cutters I 
have been properly adjusted, they are locked in place 
by means, of set screws L. It will be observed that 
the roughing and finishing cutters maybe separately 
adjllsted. The arrangement of the cutters is clearly 
sho'wn 'lit' Fig: 4, which is a section taken on Fig; I 

directly above the cutters. 'Fig. 5' is a section on 
Fig 2, taken immediately' below the cutters. A patent 
Gn this expansion cutter-head, has been granted to 
Mr.Ch�rles ,M. Buck of Huntin�ton, W. Va. 

' 
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DIsTRrimTER FOR GRAIN BINS. 

With a view to ,facilitating the dumping of grain 
and similar substances in bins, a new distributing de
vice has been, devised. This distributing device is 
placed at the intersection of tbe walls of the bins, so 
that the grain may be dumped into any one of the 

four adjacent bins. The accompanying illustration 
shows the distributer partly in section and set in the 
dumping floor A over the bins. The opening in the 
floor is normally closed by a trap door B. A guide 
ring is bolted to the bottom of the floor, and is pro
vided with a conical flange a whicb. serves to direct 
the grain into the distributing drum D. The latter is 
formed with a chute E, which at its lower end has an 
opening in the form of a sector of a circle. The drum 
is pivoted in a bearing plate attached to the upper 
walls of the bins, and it is belted to a pulley F, which 
in turn is carried by a shaft passing up through the 
iloor. The upper end of the shaft carries an operating 
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crank G, with a pointer thereon adapted to be moved 
over a dial. This dial is marked with numbers indi
cating the four bins in the range of the distributer. 

As the crank is turned to the different numbers, the 
chute is moved so as to deliver the grain to the corre
sponding bin. A patent on this improved distributer 
has been granted to Mr. J. R. Pattinson of Stafford, 
Kan. 
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SANITARY MILK AND CREAM SAVING DEVICE. 
In the milk and cream cabinets generally used in 

lunch rooms, it is impossible to prevent milk or' cream 
which is spilled while hastily filling the glasses, from 
flowing into the ice chamber around the can. The 
milk fouls the ice and soon becomes sour, making it 
necessary to clean out the ice chamber quite frequently, 
and a large amount of ice is lost whenever the cabinet 
is cleaned. By preventing the admission of milk into 
the ice chamber, the cabinet may be kept sweet and 
sanitary, and it need be emptied and cleaned only at 
such intervals as the presence of impurities in the 
ice may demand.. TlJ,e accompanying illustration 

• shows a milk cabinet provided with a device which 
prevents -the milk that is spilled from coming in con
tact with the ice. The milk can is shown at A, di
rectly under the square opening in the top B of the 
cabinet. Fitted into this opening is a rectangular 
sheet-metal device a, which is formed with a flange 
D that rests on the top of the cabinet. This rectangu
lar member is provided with an inclined wall serving 
as a funnel to direct the spilled milk into the milk 
can. Connecting'the inclined wall E with the top of 
the milk c,an is a collar F, adapted to fit closely into 
the mouth of the can. It is evident that any milk 
spilled into this device will flow back into the can, 
and will have no opportunity of entering the ice 
chamber. In connection, with this milk,saving device, 
a sheet-metal cover G is employed provided with a 
flange which fits snugly into the rectangular mem-
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